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W E LCOME
We believe all students can leave school and
be competent contributing global citizens. As
such, everything we do, including engaging
and empowering all our learners, is
grounded in building student competence
(critical thinking, communication, problem
solving,
collaboration,
managing
information, cultural and global citizenship,
creativity and innovation, and personal
growth and well-being) and enhancing
student success. We focus on five core
strategies
(student
engagement,
collaborative
partnerships,
tracking
progress,
positive
connections,
and
successful transitions) to motivate students
to finish high school. We know, as you do,
that those teachers that go beyond the duties
normally expected of teachers create
students that make life better for everyone,
everywhere. This inspires us…to do what
we do. To make a difference. We won’t stop
learning and improving, because we believe
students matter. This is our calling. This is
why we do what we do.

V ISI ON
Passionately engaged learners
who confidently pursue
continual improvement now and
in the future as contributing
global citizens.

C ON TR IBUT IN G
G LO BA L CIT IZEN S
We want students who are
successful at school and life.

M IS SI ON
Horizon is a 21st century
inclusive learning community
that engages and empowers all
learners for success.

Inspire Us and we will Inspire Others!

HORIZON
Engaging and Empowering all Learners

Our Accomplishments
STRONG INSTRUCTION:

Horizon is strongly committed to meeting the needs of students and our core goal, “creating contributing global citizens” through two key action
areas: strong instruction, and response to intervention
• High Quality Safe Learning Environments: 92.8% of stakeholders believe schools are safe and caring (3.8% above provincial average).
• High School Completion: high school completion rate is 86% (8% above the provincial average).
• Excellence in Student Learning: 92.1% of students meet acceptable standard on diploma examinations (8.4% above provincial average).
• Life Long Learning and Citizenship: 87.6% of stakeholders felt students exhibited the characteristics of good citizens (4.6 % above provincial
average)
• High Stakeholder Support:
85.5% of parents feel they
have opportunities to be
involved (4.3% above
provincial average)
• Continuous Improvement:
85.2% of stakeholders felt
schools are improving
(4.9% above provincial
average)
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“When ‘I’ is replaced by ‘WE’
even illness becomes wellness”

4.

Superintendent Thoughts
THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS

At a recent College of Alberta School Superintendents conference, I

This lack confidence, this feeling of inadequacy, contributes to anxiety.

heard David Irvine speak about authentic leadership and personal

Anxiety is an outcome that comes from the lack of confidence in one’s

accountability. The next day a friend shared a motivational speech

ability to handle the demands of live. Happiness is an emotional

about happiness by actor Matthew McConaughey. Their close

response to an outcome. It is a cause and effect. It is not sustainable as

alignment made me reflect back to an activity where parents are asked

every time we attain our goal it only changes our life for a moment, we

to reflect upon what they ultimately want for their children and given the

pass one test, only to stress about the next. Happiness becomes the drug

following 12 words: assertive, athletic, attractive, confident, content,

we chase. If happiness is what you are after, you will be let done

happy, healthy, independent, intelligent, popular, successful, and

frequently and unhappy much of the time. Joy on the other hand is not

talented. In small groups they must remove one word at a time to get to

an outcome; it is what we experience when we do what we love, no

the one word that matters most. Happy has a tendency of sticking

matter the outcome. Doing the race, as opposed to winning the

around to the end. Both David and Matthew spoke about the pitfalls of

race. When you focus on the journey, on the joy of trying and learning,

happiness, one being that when your goal is to make others happy, you

you have already won and will be happier.

give them the power but take away their accountability for the result.

The next time your child is unhappy. Approach the problem as an

When children have no accountability they lack ownership and develop

opportunity. Reflect and focus on building your child’s ownership by

a sense of entitlement where they deserve things, just because. All they

engaging in conversations about how they contributed to the problem,

have to do to get something is act unhappy. It becomes your job to

and what they can do to resolve it. Teach them that they are the

make them happy, not theirs. This has significant relevance for parents.

architect of their life. Encourage your children to reflect upon their

Rather than helping our children build strategies to navigate problems

strengths that lead to their success, because we get better at what we

and find success, those who want to make their children happy, often

focus on. Help your children so they spend time on the positive, what

strive to remove obstacles. The pursuit for happiness means that children

brings them joy, as that build their confidence, and lower their anxiety

do not gain the confidence that comes from tackling obstacles.

and ultimately bring about happiness.
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RESPONSE TO
INSTRUCTION

"Positive involvement in school activities and
strong relationships with at least one adult at
school can significantly change the way a

REDEFINING SERVICE DELIVERY

Schools have implemented a response to intervention framework
that includes a universal benchmark assessment; a pyramid of
intervention that identifies universal, targeted, and specialized
supports and instructional strategies; and regular collaborative team
meetings to support students who are struggling. The pyramid of
intervention supports students using a focused and strategic
approach to enhance engagement. Division-wide procedures,
expectations, and communication creates a streamlined and
consistent approach for planning appropriate supports and
successful student transitions.

REDUCING STIGMA

Horizon’s

Family

School

Liaison

Counselling and Family Connections Programs are free of charge
and are provided to students and their families with the general goal
of improving the student's personal, social and academic success.
They provide promotion, prevention, and early intervention
programming which encourages emotional and physical wellness
for children and their families and counselling services to students.
When families, schools and community work together we strengthen
students and their families, increasing the resiliency and success of
all children. The program provides a link between home and school
for the student and family.
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student feels about school"
(Alberta Education)

Curriculum Update

When teachers gather evidence of what each student has learned, that information serves three purposes. Most
importantly, when shared with the student, it provides them with information on how they can take their learning to
the next level and be even more successful. How students are learning also informs the teacher as to which concepts
need further emphasis in classroom lessons and which concepts students have mastered. Finally, when that evidence
of learning is gathered at the end of the learning process, it can be shared with parents so they know the
achievement levels of their children.
Horizon is in the midst of our fifth year of strategic focus on assessment (gathering that evidence of what student
know, understand and can do). When teachers use effective assessment strategies throughout the learning process,
the focus is more on learning than just results. This focus on learning and authentic data on what students have truly
learned also creates resilient learners who will be able to adjust to the rigor that is required as they transition between
levels of schooling. They become better lifelong learners.
As we anticipate the implementation of Alberta’s new curriculum in Kindergarten through Grade 4 beginning in 2019
and officially by the fall of 2020, we celebrate the opportunity to design deep and relevant learning activities that
transfer to the world beyond the classroom. We know our students must purposefully learn how to learn so they can
be prepared for the changing world around them. With the narrowing of curriculum in each subject area, teachers
will have more time to guide their students to deeper understanding and to use the assessment information they
gather and share throughout the learning process to ensure each learner’s success.
The introduction of the new provincial curriculum provides us with the opportunity to refine and further strengthen the
ways we are gathering evidence of what students know, understand and can do. It also provides a greater focus on the
universal competencies which we know help students become successful in school and in life. Teachers will continue to
provide important feedback to each student about what they can do and what they are working toward. We are
confident our continuing focus on effective assessment practice at all grade levels will position Horizon for even better
outcomes as we adopt the new curriculum.

THANK YOU for all that you do!
May your HOLIDAYS be filled with joy and good cheer and the NEW
YEAR bring you peace and happines.

Back Row: Blair Lowry, Bruce Francis (Vice-Chair), Rick Anderson, Derek Baron
Front Row: Jennifer Crowson, Marie Logan (Chair), Christa Runka

APEX YOUTH AWARDS 2019 - CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
Nominations are now being accepted for the 18th Annual APEX Youth Awards. Completed forms can be dropped
off at the Horizon School Division Office, 6302-56th Street Taber. Please address to the attention of Dorthea Mills,
APEX Commitee. Completed nomination packages can also be emailed to dorthea.mills@horizon.ab.ca. DEADLINE
FOR NOMINATIONS IS JANUARY 15, 2019. The gala banquet and award presentations will be held March 8, 2019 at
the River Runner Recreation Showroom. Nomination packages can be found online at horizon.ab.ca.

